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SHEILA P HAMILTON
Congratulations to Chris Titterington and her team on running a very good show-the
hospitality was excellent and there were very many lovely cats to judge. Many thanks
to MARY DEAN who stewarded for me in her usual perfect way making complete a
very enjoyable day. I look forward to next time Mary.
A.V IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER (OLYMPIAN) MALE
1ST & OLYMPIAN CERT TO –
WARDLE IMPERIAL GR PR ADATESH BLUE SNOWMAN 40/2 MN 23/2/08.
A very handsome and mature boy showing excellent British type to both head and
body. He has a wonderful disposition and was shown in superb condition, excellent
preparation and presentation.
Large, round and broad head with a well rounded top and brow. Medium and well
spaced ears. Cheeks are well filled and rounded enhancing his lovely British
expression. Large, round blue eyes. Broad ,straight nose and with a broad muzzle.
Chin is firm.
Excellent boning and substance to massive frame with broad , deep chest, thick, short
neck and straight back. Rump is well rounded .He is weighty and masculine . Short
and thick legs with large an well rounded paws. Tail completes his excellent
conformation being medium in length, thick and with a rounded tip.
Dense, short and crisp coat showing blue tonal shading. Matching mid blue points
giving reasonably good contrast.
RESERVE TO –
PLAW UK & IMPERIAL GR PR RAINSONG XABI ALONSO 27 MN 7/3/07.
Another very handsome boy shown in excellent physical condition. He was not quite
happy at being handled but was still worthy to be placed reserve.
Correct short wedge with well defined blunt muzzle and having a firm chin. Nicely
rounded top of head with well placed and proportionate ears with slightly forward tilt.
Large and well spaced eyes of very good shape and setting. Slightly rounded brow
,correct nose break completing his very good head conformation with excellent
strength and masculinity.
Excellent body for type and masculinity, he is weighty, muscular and well toned. Legs
,paws and tail complete his very good conformation.
Close lying, sleek coat and having the correct satiny texture. Dense brown coat
colour .
A.V IMPERIAL GRAND PREMIER ( OLYMPIAN ) FEMALE NEUTER
1ST & OLYMPIAN CERT TO –
CHANDLER UK & IMPERIAL GR. PR KOLINGA BLUEBELLA 28 FN 4/6/07
A superior girl with excellent head shape and appealing open British pretty face .
Well rounded top and brow with the facial roundness complimented by her full
cheeks and well rounded muzzle. Bite is level and her chin is firm. Medium and well
spaced ears with correctly rounded tips. Short, straight and broad nose. Excellent
large, round and copper colour eyes
Compact ,weighty feminine body with short, sturdy legs and with rounded , balanced
feet. Medium length to thick tail with well rounded tip.
Well mingled cream and blue coat pattern. Coat is dense, short and of a good crisp
texture. A delight to judge and a pleasure to award her the certificate. She was
shown to perfection and is of an excellent temperament.
RESERVE TO –

BRIDGES UK & IMPERIAL GR CH/IMPERIAL GR PR ADTREBU TRINITY 27
FN 3/4/03
A delightful elderly girl whose lovely type has withstood the test of time. She is of a
wonderful disposition and was shown in lovely condition. Strong and short wedge
with firm chin and well defined blunt muzzle. Medium size , well spaced ears set at a
slightly forward tilt. Excellent eyes for shape, setting and expression and colour.
Correct nose break.
Medium body of feminine lines – she is in very good condition and weight for her
age. Very good short coat of an acceptable colour and texture for her age.
A.V ANY OTHER FOREIGN CHAMPION ( GR CHAMPION FEMALE CLASS)
1ST & GR CH KEARNEY CH CHEYSULI GAELIC CHARM 76a30 29/1/10
Correct medium wedge with well rounded contours. Nose leather and cheeks still
developing width. Bite is level and her chin is firm. Neat ears with nicely rounded
tips. Oval eye shape with good expression and of a clear blue colour.
Very good body type – she is sleek and muscular and her limbs and tail are in balance.
Very good clarity and formation of pattern throughout with very attractive effect. She
handles well and was well prepared and presented.
RAGAMUFFIN ASSESSMENT ADULT
MERIT TO- WALKER CHEHAM LACHMERE JUBILEE 60/31 FEMALE
14/5/12.A very attractive girl for colour, clarity and pattern –she was shown in
excellent physical condition. She was of a lovely temperament and handled well.
Lovely head type with good width to cheeks and good depth of chin. Ears are well
balanced and are of very good proportions. Very good eye shape and expression.
Long, sturdy, adolescent , feminine body with very good limbs . Very good length of
tail with brush developing. She was well prepared and presented.
RAGAMUFFIN ASSESSMENT NEUTER
MERIT TO DALE JOMANEI ROCKEFELLER 60 27 DTSX MN 15/6/10
A very attractive and typical boy with strong, typical ,broad and masculine head.
Large and well spaced eyes.
Excellent length and boning to body in balance with his long and well furnished tail.
Excellent medium long soft and dense coat of a very good colour and contrast
showing a very attractive red/silver effect. Excellent texture and preparation. A very
handsome boy shown in excellent condition but was rather uptight and did not enjoy
being out of his pen.
BRITISH BLACK MALE ADULT
1ST CH & BOB –HOWARD AIRLIEBIRD CHICAGO DREAM 15 MALE 19/4/12
Just adult and being an excellent and promising boy for his age. Has a well
developed rounded head with well spaced and proportionate ears with correctly
rounded tips. Top of head and brow show he desired rounded effect. Large, round
copper colour eyes. Nose has breadth, is short and straight and his cheeks are
beginning to fill out nicely. Bite is level and the muzzle shows breadth and balance.
Excellent body type showing very good boning and weight for his age. Sturdy ,short
legs and having a medium length thick tail with rounded tip.
Dense black sound to root coat which is crisping up well and is short with good
density. A lovely fellow to judge and was shown in excellent condition. .
BRITISH TIPPED MALE ADULT

1 CH & BOB – WINDER WESTENBACH MR-DYLAN 39 MALE 1/5/12
Another youngster still developing but shows very good type and balance to both
head and body. Head shows the correct rounded shape with neat and well spaced
ears. Lovely expressive , vivid green eyes with black outline. Short, straight nose with
breadth quite well developed . Cheeks have already developed fullness enhancing his
very good facial type. . Bite is level and his chin is firm. Adolescent body with limbs
and tail in balance. Clear near white undercoat with even slightly heavy tipping. Coat
is marginally long, density developing but of a very good texture. A charming boy
shown in very good condition. He was well prepared and presented.
BLACK SILVER TABBY NEUTER
BOB TO – ABRAHAMS LOUREWZ JELLY TOT 18 FN 25/3/11
A very correct girl of slightly dainty lines with medium boning for the breed. She is
however of a good weight and substance. Well rounded head with pretty British
open face. Large , round green eyes showing typical British expression. Well
balanced body of feminine lines with medium length thick tail Excellent clarity and
formation to facial ,head and body pattern. Well marked flanks, legs and having a
well banded tail. Contrasting black pattern on a clear silver ground colour. Excellent
disposition.
ASIAN SMOKE, OR BURMILLA NEUTER
BOB TO KEMP UK & IMP GR PR NATZKATZ –IRISH –CREAM 72/43 nsq
MN 16/5/07
For the age I would have preferred a slightly more masculinity but nevertheless he is
a very attractive and correct boy – very well balanced and was shown in excellent
condition. Very good top of head with well placed and proportionate ears. Excellent
eye shape, setting and Asian expression. Very good body lines with well balanced
legs and tail. Excellent sleek and close lying coat , satiny to the touch and of a very
good colour and pattern Excellent temperament and was well presented. .
ASIAN SMOKE OR BURMILLA FEMALE NEUTER
1 PR BRADLEY GR CH KAMEHAND MILADY MORTICIA 72/43S FN 26/4/04
An elderly girl showing very good strength and type of head. For her age she has
maintained her lovely type, substance and was a strong contender for the BOB Short
wedge with well formed muzzle Correct profile, level bite and with a firm chin Well
spaced ears with correct setting and balance. Large and expressive greenish/yellow
eyes. Firm body of very good Asian type with corresponding legs and tail. Very
attractive pattern showing clear silver undercoat contrasting with black . She enjoyed
being handled and was shown in excellent condition.
ORIENTAL CLASSIC OR MACKERAL TABBY ADULT
1 CH & BOB BROWNRIGG ENZO FERRARI ONZA DE ORO 41 MALE 2/5/12
This boy ,for me has impact with very striking and dramatic pattern. He is barely
adult but could hold his own in any company. Long head with excellent profile
enhancing the nobility of his head. Large and well set ears with correct wide base.
Expressive oriental green eyes. Bite is level and his chin is firm. Long, adolescent
body with lengthy slender limbs and well balanced oval shaped paws. Long, tapering
and well banded tail with correct solid tip.
Excellent clarity and formation to facial pattern showing eye to cheek lines,spectacles
and whisker spots. Well defined thumbprints and head to shoulder lines.
Several broken necklaces and with clear definition to spotted abdomen. Butterfly,
oysters and spine lines are clear and well formed. Excellent sleek and close lying
coat with a lovely tactile feel to it. Superb temperament and showing promise and
presence. Enough said – I think he is lovely!

TABBY POINT SIAMESE FEMALE ADULT
1 CH BOB CALLOWAY SHANGCHAN VIVA LA DIVA 32/1 FEMALE 16/5/11
This girl looked better when she plucked up courage to allow us to take her out of her
pen. When she settled her eyes down to a good Siamese shape and setting she looked
very nice and I was happy to award the certificate. Very good length of head with
well set ears giving good balance to her head. Deep blue eye colour. Even lines to her
muzzle, bite is level and she has a firm chin. Long, feminine body with good neck
carriage and having lengthy and slender limbs. Tapering tail is well ringed.
Well formed thumbprints with good tracings and whisker spots. Clear pale fawn coat
colour which is sleek and close lying.
2 MAYBURY SAMANDJON IAMNOANGEL 32/1 FEMALE 22/3 12
This girl shows a good strong head with well placed and proportionate ears. Very
good eye shape, blue colour and Siamese expression Her profile is not quite straight
and her bite is slightly overshot. She also shows gingivitis. Body type is very good (as
she is only just an adult) with very good neck carriage leading to a well developed and
well toned body. Very good length to limbs and to tapering tail. Very good coat
colour and texture. Tabby pattern shows good formation and clarity. A pity about the
bite - I hope it will correct as she matures. Very good temperament and condition.
3 MOORE ADZWOAM DANCER 32/8 15/12/11
A very dainty girl for her age ,she is a confident girl and was well prepared and
presented. Medium length to head with reasonably well placed ears. Eye shape and
setting let her down as she lacks the correct Siamese shape, setting and expression.
Eye colour is of a lovely blue shade. Profile is not quite straight but both her bite and
her chin are correct. Body type is much better as she shows good neck carriage and
long elegant legs with neat paws. Body has length and good muscle tone. Tail is
long and tapering but has a tiny deviation at the tip.
Tabby pattern shows clarity and good formation. Good coat colour and texture.
TABBY POINT SIAMESE KITTEN
1 BOB CALLOWAY SIAMAZING SUMMER MAGIC 32/1 F 3/7/12
A very attractive and typical girl showing style and promise. Very good length to
wedge enhanced by her excellent ear flair, very good profile and good depth of chin.
Very good eye colour with typical Siamese shape, setting and expression. Long, baby
body with long, elegant neck and slender long legs. Tail completes her very good
conformation being lone ,fine and tapering.
Tabby pattern is feint at present with two eye to cheek lines and bracelets.
Thumbprints are apparent. Clear baby coat. A pleasure to judge I look forward to
seeing her again as she matures.
RED POINT SIAMESE NEUTER
BOB TO WEBB IMP GR PR LITTLEFEAT TEXAS TWISTER 32A MN 5/3/10.
A lovely typical boy still to achieve full masculinity. Excellent length and balance of
head with large and well flared ears. Slightly deep set eyes of a very good shape and
colour. Very good profile, even lines to the muzzle and with a level bite. He shows a
firm chin.
Long, lithe body in balance with lengthy slender limbs and long and tapering tail.
Clear sleek coat and close lying which was well prepared and presented. Good red
points colour. Lovely for temperament as well as to look at!

